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Living close to a beacon…

�Key clicks, elevated noise.

�Beacons are often homebrew 
repurposed FM crystal gears.

�Simple keying, fast rise/fall time add 
bandwidth, many KHz away.

�OK if beacon is weak. Over S9?  :-/

�Disabling noise blanker help but not 
a solution.

�Had to close 2M beacon at VE2FUT.



Example – Beacon with Keyclicks



Keyclicks 19 dB down



Mitigation methods

�HF operation 
in contests 
gives a clue.

� Limit 
bandwith! 



Mitigation methods

�With quality radios and SDR it is 
possible to have many strong signals 
within a few KHz. TX purity is key.

�How to implement TX purity on a 
beacon ? A few solutions exists.

�Normally, simple and effective are 
mutually exclusive..



RC keying of radio

�RC keying, good, not perfect.

�Used in early radios.

� Easily done at low stages, difficult 
with PAs. Backwave difficult to 
control.

� If too close of crystal oscillator it will 
induce chirps.

�Rise and fall time partially controlled, 
still fair amount of key clicks.



RC keying of radio



Use of SSB/CW filter

�Some quality radios use their receive 
filter in transmit.

�CW modulated IF pass through the 
filter, which hard limit the bandwidth. 
SSB filter is good. CW filter, 250/500 
Hz, is better.

�Add complexity to a beacon. You 
need to work with an IF,  filter, mixer, 
LO…



Use of SSB/CW filter



Dedicate a all modes rig

�Simple but expensive.

�Old radios with VFO will drift and still 
have key clicks (RC keying).

�Modern radios will do but who will 
dedicate a IC-375A on 222 MHz?

�Still limited to VHF and UHF. No 
microwave all modes rigs exists.

�HF rig and transverter will work.



RF Envelope Shaping

�QRP Labs use it on his 5W amplifier. 
D/A controlling the PA supply.

�Gaussian, or Raised Cosine, are best 
to limit bandwidth.

�Can be used up to 6M, but not higher 
in frequency. PCB and FET not 
designed for it.

�We need a way to accurately control 
the RF output.



Digital RF attenuators

� 31 dB digital attenuator from Mini-
Circuits DAT-31A.

�Crude Offset Cosine in 20 steps with 
lookup table. 1 step every 250 
microseconds, ~5 milliseconds total.

�Only 31 dB of depth. Not good to 
tame backwave.

�We can still play with other stages at 
low level to add isolation.



VE2PN PLL Board



VE2PN PLL Board

�HMC833 PLL 50-6000 MHz, HMC1031 
Jitter filter. SPI digital attenuator.

� Pololu 32U4  with Arduino bootloader. 
Programmable with Arduino IDE. 
Runs at 8, not 16 MHz.

� The .json file is configured for 8 MHz.

� http://www.alphatronique.com/packa
ge_VE2PN_index.json

� PLL, digital attenuator and some IO 
pins all programmable.



“Offset Cosine” 1-Cos(θ)



How to limit backwave

Ramp-Up sequence:

�HMC833 PLL Enable.

� External control of multipliers/PA 
supply with IO pin.

�HMC833 Internal Buffer.

�Attenuator ramp

Ramp-Down reverse the steps



PLL Controls



Ramp-Up



Going without VE2PN board

� The Arduino program can be 
modified for other PLLs, attenuators.

� If using external PLL just comment 
the PLL configuration and controls.

� The attenuator can be external. You 
can buy a SPI DAT-31A, or RF Step 
Attenuator SPI Module from SV1AFN.

�No need to change the routine. They 
have the same command structure. 



Staying linear

�Output MMIC have lot of gain at low 
frequency.

�We need to adjust HMC833 power to 
prevent saturation at VHF.

� Internal buffer have a range of 9 dB 
in 4 steps. Code added to adjust.

� Later stages should be linear to 
prevent distortion of the ramp.

�Could be a problem with multipliers.



Staying linear

�Bit manipulation without affecting 
others.



We cannot shape everything

�Phase noise.

� It is there whenever the carrier is 
present.

� It will varies with the digital 
attenuator, but cannot be removed.

�Definitely there from VHF to 
microwaves, on strong signals.  

�Good PLL design is important.



Internal Keyer

�Written by Mark VandeWettering 
K6HX.

� Free to use with mention of the 
author.

� Easy to change Message/Speed.

�Added function to insert long carrier 
at the end.



Without and with  shaping



Without and with  shaping



Videos…



Wrap-Up

� Envelope control can help a beacon 
be a good neighbor.

�Can be programmed from VHF to the 
lower microwaves bands.

�VE2PN is working on a lower cost 
board. HMC833 really expensive.

�Reference Conditionner really help 
taming noisy references.



Future work

�All is not lost with those converted 
FM beacons.

�Will test envelope control using 
power control loop/SWR protection.

� IF OK we might use a D/A and 
custom ramp to control the RF.

�No end to experiments!



Special Thanks

� Thanks to Marc VE2PN! 

�He had the the foresight to add a 
controllable digital attenuator, and 
designed from the ground up for low 
phase noise.

�Arduino a real plus for custom 
applications.



�Questions?


